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DEDICATION
For Fritz Swanson, my friend and fellow editor at Poor Mojo's
Almanac(k), who first told me of the use of clockwork Chinese robots in
the Long American Civil War.
—September 10, 2006

In

the summer of 1874 I watched a lynching, watched two

buildings burn, watched a man and woman perform gross physical
acts on a public street, even watched Dickie Tucker—a no-account,
one-eyed, alcoholic Confederate veteran—teach androids to
engage in conjugal relations. To my enduring shame, I did nothing
to help or hinder in any of these efforts, despite witnessing most
first hand from the doorway of my Main Street office, beneath the
creaking wooden sign reading “KAWAZOE: VETERINARIAN”
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At

that time Dickie Tucker was an infamously drunken

ne'erdowell. A charitable description of Dickie would be that he
had come back from the Long Civil War touched in the head, and
neither of sound body nor mind. A child's description would be
that Dickie was as crazy as a caged rat and had a face that looked
like it had been kicked by the devil after mucking through four
miles of overused cattle range. As is oft the case with such coarse
declarations, this was the more accurate. Dickie's face was a
scarred ruin plucked from a child's fever-soaked nightmare:
twisted like taffy, his right eye gone and the socket buried in a roil
of pink scar tissue, the right ear a misshapen lump, his nose
pushed flat and torqued. The entire visage had the look that it had
been grabbed while not yet set and twisted 45 degrees clockwise.
As to how Dickie came to his sorry state, the rumors I heard were
conflicting. Some said that Dickie had been at the Defense of
Atlanta, positioned in a forward trench that had been over-run by
a column of clockwork Chinese automaton soldiers—Sherman's
dreaded First Mechanical Battalion—which were, during the War
of Southern Rebellion, conventionally equipped with flamethrowers. The story went that Dickie had caught a blast from one
of these before being taken prisoner and nursed into survival by
the same savage efficiency with which he'd been defaced. More
commonly, it was said that he had deserted his Reb line, tail 'twixt
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his legs, and scurried into as-of-yet secure Atlanta to hole up in a
Chinese bawdy house. There, the tale goes, he passed out into an
open brazier while smoking opium, and the attendant soiled doves
kept him alive with laudanum and green tea compresses until such
time as their clockie brethren controlled the city. In order to win
favor with the city's new martial law—who, unlike most
infantrymen, were decidedly not interested in their services—these
parlor-house girls turned over Dickie, and whatever other
Confederate soldiers they had detained through womanly guile or
martial art, as prisoners of war, to be starved in Elmira Prison, or
buried alive in mass graves, or set in a clockie winding-house to
pace around a wheel until they finally lost consciousness and were
trampled under the boots of their fellow Greybacks, or mashed in
a clockie corpse-press into lubricating oil, or what have you.
I do not know if Dickie availed himself nobly or ignobly on
any particular battlefield, but I can say that his scars were
consistent with those of a man who had suffered a terrible fire, and
the fact that he continued to breathe afterward was certainly
evidence of the miracles of Asiatic medicine, although if the
primary care was provided by whores or automatons is still
unknown to me. Judging from the remarkably foul species of
abuse he would hurl at any clockie he might happen upon—and
the confused content of these careering tirades—Dickie Tucker had
suffered mightily at the clockies' hands during the War.
Suffice it to say that I would not have associated with such a
man, had I not seen what he did in Sy Everett's hog pen in the late
early summer of '74.
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Sy's was the nearest of the farm holds that ringed Lost
Creek's center of private residences and commercial operations,
and thus shared the benefit of close proximity to the amenities of
town and good access to the communal irrigation system.
Although Sy's family had dabbled in a wide array of agricultural
pursuits (as ever seems to be the habit of Mormons), by the time
he inherited the farm, they had focused primarily on raising hogs,
to the quiet consternation of the families owning homes directly
adjacent to his property, which on summer days tended to add a
somewhat pungent tang to the breeze. I had come to the Everett
farm to discuss the spaying of newborn feeders, and found that a
clockie had shambled its way up against the fence of one of Sy's
sties—specifically the large, royal wallow housing Sy's treasured
stud boar. The gate to this sty pushed in, allowing entrance to man
and pig alike, but needed to be pulled from within to allow egress.
As the inside of the gate was boarded flat and solid as a sitting
room's wainscoting, pulling to exit was a task easily executed by a
man, woman, or child—who could grasp the gate's top—but
devilishly difficult for a pig.
It bears mention that in addition to being intelligent,
tractable animals, hogs are also large (a full grown boar can tip
near to one-thousand pounds) and—not unlike men—highly
possessive of the sanctity of their homes. Hephestos—a boar of
prodigious size, so called owing to one dodgy leg that was
dislocated and then improperly set during his delivery (my fault,
I'm afraid)—took great umbrage with the tinman who was
kneeling alongside his trough, sorting through his slop for items of
possible interest, and charged out from his little shade house like
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the explosive shell from a 12-pounder Howitzer. Slamming into
the tinman broadside, he snapped one of the android's thin,
articulated arms at the elbow joint, and commenced to stamp and
gore, his sharp hooves cutting into the automaton's barrel-chested
trunk. The clockie let out a high, surprised chatter. I hardly had
time to call out to Sy's boy Seth when a cussing, brown streak
vaulted the fence and began walloping Hephestos with invective
and well-placed kicks.
The clockie, now free of attack, continued its high-pitched
scream, its cylindrical head spinning like a pinwheel in a gale.
Dickie took up the thrashing, keening jumble in his arms and
clumsily dumped it over the fence, followed by clumsily dumping
himself over the fence, losing a boot to Hephestos' rage, and
narrowly avoiding losing the foot as well. In the dust he examined
the clockie cursorily as it shuddered and bucked, its thin legs
scissoring into the dirt. Intermittently cussing the machine and—
could I believe?—praying, Dickie again hauled the android up in
his arms and stumbled toward the road. He got only a few dozen
feet up the lane when a clutch of clockies with a wheelbarrow—
brought to the scene of the accident by some occult hand?—met
Dickie at the hilltop, in the shade of an old oak tree, and relieved
him of his burden. The silhouettes bowed their appreciation to
Dickie, and his ragged shadow pulled off its bedraggled slouch hat
and did likewise in reply. Then Dickie stood and watched as the
clockies' shadows receded down back behind the hill, back towards
their windmill. He watched them go, then remained for some
minutes, swaying, as though puzzling out what must happen next,
like an actor suddenly struck entirely ignorant of his next line,
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trapped on stage by the footlights and the audience's anticipation.
Finally, he followed.
It was only at that stage that I began to wonder what Dickie
had been doing out at the Everetts'. In addition to the spaying, I
had been concerned about Hephestos' pertussis—commonly called
“whooping cough”—which seemed to be less than a concern; he
was clearly a hale swine.
Sy's eldest son, Seth, stood breathlessly at my side, hitching
his trousers up and checking his belt. “What was all that
craziness?”
I took a step toward the boy, about to explain what had
transpired, when I nearly slipped. Looking down, I found myself
standing in the muck of a dozen dropped eggs.
I turned to the boy. “Seth, you dropped your eggs.”
“Eggs?”
I pointed down, and he looked.
“I wasn't gathering eggs; I's in the barn with—I's in the
barn.”
“Did your father hire Dickie Tucker to gather eggs?” A great
act of charity, bearing in mind Dickie's general incompetence and
lack of equilibrium.
“No.”
“Oh.” Dickie had been stealing eggs.
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Thus ends this free sample of “Tucker Teaches the
Clockies to Copulate.”
To read the entire novella, please visit http://
davideriknelson.com/pickupay.html or Amazon.com
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